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Practical information
FROM “BARAJAS” AIRPORT TO CIEMAT

By metro

Line 8: from Airport (there is metro in each terminal) to “Nuevos Ministerios”. Change to line 6 (approx 10-15 minutes walk)

Line 6: from “Nuevos Ministerios” to “Ciudad Universitaria”

Once you arrive in “Ciudad Universitaria” you can either walk to CIEMAT (approx. 20 minutes) or take the bus 82 (when you get out of the metro there is a stop in your left hand side). See the map.

METRO TICKETS:
- From the airport: 5.0 €. You have to specify the name of the station you are going (“Moncloa”)

- You have all the information about the tickets in https://www.metromadrid.es/en/viaja_en_metro/Tarifasybilletes/billetes/index.html

- Card with 10 trips: 12.20 € (can also be used in the BUS and by several people). To travel from Airport using the “Card” you have to buy an extra ticket (3 €)

You can buy the tickets in the automatic machines in the metro station (You can pay with credit card)
FROM “BARAJAS” AIRPORT TO “EXE MONCLOA” HOTEL

- There is a metro station very near the Hotel (Named “Moncloa”). It takes around 35 minutes from the airport (see below).
- By taxi: The taxis from the airport have a FIXED PRICE of 30 €

By metro

Line 8: from Airport (there is metro in each terminal) to “Nuevos Ministerios”. Change to line 6 (approx 10-15 minutes walk)

Line 6: from “Nuevos Ministerios” to “Moncloa”
Exit “Arzipreste de Hita”

METRO TICKETS:
- From the airport: 5.0 €. You have to specify the name of the station you are going (“Moncloa”)

- You have all the information about the tickets in https://www.metromadrid.es/en/viaja_enMetro/Tarifasybilletes/billetes/index.html

- Card with 10 trips: 12.20 € (can also be used in the BUS and by several people). To travel from Airport using the “Card” you have to buy an extra ticket (3 €)

You can buy the tickets in the automatic machines in the metro station (You can pay with credit card)
FROM THE HOTEL TO CIEMAT (Avenida Complutense 40, Madrid)

**BUS**

Hotel Exe Moncloa  
(c/ Arzipreste de Hita 10)

BUS Nº 82 stop

Hotel T3 Tirol  
Marques de Urquijo 4

**Taxi**

By taxi it will take 5-10 minutes from the hotel to CIEMAT (depending on the traffic) Costs 5-10 €

**Walk**

If the weather is ok, the walk from the hotel to CIEMAT is quite nice (through the University). See map in next page
Walking from the Exe Moncloa Hotel to CIEMAT
Building 1 Main entrance
2nd Floor
Meeting Room B

CIEMAT Main entrance
Security control

Hotel Exe Moncloa
Hotel T3 Tirol

BUS nº 82 Stop